Monitor Arm - Single Screen/Dual Extension/Height Adjustable, model EVLCD04. One part workhorse, one part museum piece, this monitor arm continues in the fine tradition of its predecessor and builds on a sterling reputation.

FEATURES:

- Frees up valuable worksurface space and supports a sit/stand working posture.
- Attaches to any standard worksurface with a flush edge, or through a grommet.
- Monitor arm adjusts from 3” to 12” above worksurface.
- Counterbalanced arm provides an additional 13” of height adjustment.
- Monitor connecting bracket swivels 360° and tilts +/- 90° (180°).
- Double extension has 19” of back and forth movement to allow for different vocal depths of viewing comfort.
- Built-in cable clips on underside of extension arms and pole base allows organized cable management.
- Quick-release VESA plate included.
- Available in White (WHT), Black (BLK) and Silver (SIL). Post is chromed.